Reminiscence ‘12 – Yearly Alumni Meet
The city’s renowned college Global Business School, Hubli (GBS) conducted its second Alumni meet on
13th May, 2012 at its college premises. GBS has seen 5 successful years of its services to the student
community and 3 successful batches who have passed out from GBS Hubli attended the Reminiscence
’12 –Alumni meet.
The chief guest for the function Mr. Naresh Shah, Managing
director – Enkay Electronics, Kailash Group and of Auto
House invited alumni’s to integrate with the institution in
terms of giving the experiences and adding values in the
students learning process, the alumni contribution can be
stressed upon the areas of placements, summer projects as
well as assisting students in various ways. He called this as a
share value enhancement of the institution which nurtured
them during their students days and they are drawing their
benefit from that nurturing in day today’s life now. Alumni have a great value in terms of institute image
building because their reach is far flung as they get into different sectors on account of employment they
have secured.
The guest of honor, Dr. Prashant Yatgiri, PGP chairman
from TAPI Manipal, in his address gave a call to the students
that improvement has no bounds – it is a continuous process
therefore be it as students or later an alumni, the learning is
an ongoing process and one must therefore not forget that
after the formal studies, learning has no place.
Dr. Ramakant Kulkarni, Director of GBS Hubli welcomed
the gathering and introduced the chief guest and he called
upon the students to form the regional chapter for regular meeting of the alumni meeting in their area.
Ms. Ashwini Mulkipatil, the co-ordinator of the event Reminiscence, rendered the vote of thanks and
student co-ordinators, Ms. Farzeen Shaikh and Ms. Arpita Keshav were present on the dias.
All the faculties, staff and students of GBS were present on this occassion
Alumni embody the spirit of GBS and inspire current students to follow in their illustrious footsteps and
make their mark in the corporate world. The success of any Institute depends on its supply of students to
the corporate world, and GBS Hubli takes pride in its alumni who are illustrious industry corporate
presently working at different sectors like business, retail, service, educational, banking, manufacturing.

